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1Performance Analysis of Hybrid ARQ for
Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications
João Pedro Battistella Nadas, Oluwakayode Onireti, Richard Demo Souza, Hirley Alves, Glauber Brante and
Muhammad Ali Imran
Abstract—Considering an ultra-reliable low latency commu-
nication scenario, we assess the trade-off in terms of energy
consumption between achieving time diversity through retrans-
missions and having to communicate at a higher rate due to
latency constraints. Our analysis considers Nakagami-m block-
fading channels with Chase combining hybrid automatic repeat
request. We derive a fixed-point equation to determine the
best number of allowed transmission attempts considering the
maximum possible energy spent, which yields insights into the
system behavior. Furthermore, we compare the energy con-
sumption of the proposed approach against direct transmission
with frequency diversity. Results show substantial energy savings
using retransmissions when selecting the maximum number of
transmission attempts according to our approach. For instance,
considering a Rayleigh channel and smart grid teleprotection
applications, our approach uses around 8 times less energy per
bit compared to a direct transmission with frequency diversity.
Index Terms—URLLC, Energy Efficiency, CC-HARQ
I. INTRODUCTION
THE essence of 5G systems is based on three importantuse cases: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive
machine-type communication (mMTC), and mission critical
MTC (cMTC) [1]. Therefore, 5G systems will not only have to
outperform previous generations in terms of requirements such
as data rate and capacity [2], but also address new machine-
type communication (MTC) usage scenarios [1], including
cMTC applications with very high demands for reliability,
availability and low latency. Examples of cMTC include
applications with ultra-reliable and low latency communication
(URLLC) requirements in order to enable real-time automation
and control of dynamic processes. Applications such as fac-
tory automation through network controlled systems [3], au-
tonomous roads [4], platooning [5], haptic communications [6]
and teleprotection in smart grids [7], are predicted cMTC
scenarios that can only be enabled by URLLC, which will be
supported by 5G networks [8]. Moreover, energy constraints
are observed in cMTC, since devices are usually battery-
powered. Therefore, energy efficient protocols toward URLLC
is a relevant research topic [9]–[12].
There are several strategies to improve energy efficiency in
wireless communications, many of which revolve around mit-
igating the effect of fast-fading through diversity. In systems
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without latency constraints hybrid automatic repeat request
(HARQ) is well known to improve the energy efficiency [13],
[14] by providing time diversity. In [13], modulation order,
transmit power, number of transmission attempts and code
rate are optimized using a realistic energy consumption model
for the case of truncated simple and Chase combining HARQ
(CC-HARQ), considering fast and block-fading scenarios in a
Nakagami-m channel.
On the other hand, adaptive HARQ is studied in [14] and
compared to traditional 1-bit feedback HARQ. Modeling the
system with a Markov decision process, the authors derive
optimal policies for truncated and persistent adaptive HARQ.
An analysis using cooperation and simple HARQ is considered
in [15], accounting for average delay constraints from a coding
and modulation point of view. They propose a solution for
power allocation and communication strategy that minimizes
the overall power consumption of the system and their results
show that the solution can reduce the overall energy consump-
tion. Moreover, the authors in [9], [10] allocate power in order
to improve energy efficiency considering truncated simple
ARQ and CC-HARQ in a Rayleigh block-fading channel.
Furthermore, URLLC and the impact of finite block-length
(FBL) in channel capacity are considered, while they present
a formal description of the optimization problem and solve it in
closed-form using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions;
they also show that power allocation in HARQ is a good
strategy to improve the system energy efficiency. However,
they do not analyze the effect of retransmissions in latency.
Sun et.al. [11] analyzed improving the overall energy ef-
ficiency of a 5G URLLC network by considering a resource
allocation policy from a queuing perspective. Also considering
queue delays, in [16] the authors showed that the policy has
great impact on the achievable latency for providing system-
wide URLLC. However, they do not consider the effect of
fading, as is done here.
In [17] we investigated the energy efficiency of URLLC
truncated simple HARQ and a novel optimization strategy
is proposed via optimizing the maximum number of allowed
transmission attempts, for a block-fading Nakagami-m chan-
nel, whilst guaranteeing a maximum latency. We analyze the
trade-off between rate and diversity, showing that important
energy savings can be obtained. Similarly, in [18] the number
of allowed attempts is also optimized, but the focus is to reduce
the required bandwidth for the URLLC application.
Unlike [9], [10], [13], [14], in this work we guarantee a
maximum latency with a target reliability. The work in [15], by
its turn, considers energy consumption using HARQ but only
accounts for average delays, which is not suitable for cMTC
2applications, and in [17] we explored simple HARQ. A power
allocation scheme is not considered in this work because it
requires longer feedback messages, which can be a problem in
URLLC. Moreover, since we consider peak power constraints,
the applicability of power allocation strategies is limited.
We investigate the impact of CC-HARQ on the energy
consumption of a point to point URLLC system. Furthermore,
we derive a fixed point equation to determine the optimal
number of attempts considering the maximum possible energy
consumption. As the first contribution of this work, we show
that despite the added latency for allowing retransmissions,
their appropriate use can lead to a better performance when
considering URLLC.
The proposed solution is further evaluated in a smart grid
teleprotection scenario, as described in the mobile and wireless
communications enablers for the twenty-twenty information
society (METIS) test case number 5 [7]. It consists of reliably
delivering messages within a tight latency constraint between
substations for the purpose of triggering protection mecha-
nisms when faults occur, preventing damage to the grid. As
a second contribution of this work, results show that using
different channels for each HARQ round achieves relevant
energy savings compared to using all channels in parallel to
achieve frequency diversity, even when accounting for higher
data rates required to meet latency constraints in CC-HARQ.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Table I
contains a list of symbols used in the paper. Section II presents
the system model, Section III contains the optimization prob-
lem, Section IV discusses simulation results and Section V
concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a point to point communication link, where short
messages composed of LT bits are mapped via an encoder to
the signal s composed of n symbols to be transmitted over a
block-fading channel with gain h. Each symbol period, also
denoted channel use, experiences the same channel gain over
its n symbols, such that the received signal is r = hs + w,
where w is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Additionally, each channel realization h is random and follows
a Nakagami-m distribution. Furthermore, in the context of
URLLC, the message has to be delivered with very high
reliability within a maximum latency λ′.
A. Retransmissions
We investigate the use of time diversity through retrans-
missions to make the links viable in face of the stringent
requirements of URLLC applications, as well as to reduce
the energy consumption. Because of the latency constraint,
we consider truncated CC-HARQ, limiting the number of
transmission attempts to a maximum of z. In this scheme, if
the receiver succeeds in decoding a message, it responds with
an acknowledgment (ACK); otherwise, it stores the received
signal and responds with a non-acknowledgment (NACK).
Upon receiving a NACK, the transmitter resends the same
message, which is combined at the receiver using maximum
ratio combining (MRC). Then, the receiver tries to decode the
TABLE I
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Symbol Definition
Energy and Power
E¯b Average energy per successful bit
Eˆb Maximum energy per successful bit
E¯f Frequency diversity consumption per bit
Est Circuit start-up energy
η PA average drain efficiency
Pel,rx Passband circuit consumption
Pel,tx Baseband and RF circuit consumption
Pel Total circuit consumption
PPA Power amplifier consumption
Prf Radiated power
Prf,max Maximum instantaneous radiated power
Fading
A0 Attenuation at Reference Distance
α Path loss exponent
d Link distance
h Channel gain
m Nakagami-m fading parameter
Mc Coding margin
Ml Link margin
N0 Noise power spectral density
Pout,j Probability of failing at the jth attempt
W Bandwidth
Latency and Reliability
λ′ Maximum latency
λ Maximum latency before decoding
R Rate
R? Optimal Rate
Rmax Maximum rate
Rmin Minimum rate
δfb Time to decode feedback signals
δfw Time to decode the message
Tout Target outage
Number of Symbols and Bit Lengths
Lfb Feedback Length
LH Header Length
LD Payload Length
Lt Total message length
n Total forward symbols (nfw + ρ)
nfw Number of forward symbols for data
nfb Number of symbols for feedback
ρ Number of pilots for channel estimation
SNR
γ0 Outage threshold
γ¯ Average SNR
γ¯d Data transmission average SNR
γ¯eff Effective SNR
γ¯p Pilot average SNR
Symbol Vectors
p Pilot training sequence
r Received signal
s Encoded message at transmitter
w AWGN
Transmission Attempts
τ Number of transmission attempts
τ¯ Average number of transmission attempts
z Maximum transmission attempts
z? Optimal number of attempts
zˆ Real relaxation of z
zˆ? Result of optimizing Eˆb
combined message and this process is repeated until success or
z attempts have been made, after which an error is declared.
Moreover, to reduce the communication latency, we assume
that the NACK is sent if the accumulated signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is below a threshold, before trying to decode the entire
message. Thus, it only has to be decoded once, when the
accumulated SNR is above the threshold.
Based on the error probability of each attempt, we calculate
3the average number of required transmission trials τ¯ as
τ¯(z) = 1 +
z−1∑
j=1
Pout,j , (1)
where Pout,j is the probability of failing at the jth attempt.
Note that diversity is not achieved unless the channel varies
from one attempt to the other. Thus, slow frequency hopping
is employed between consecutive attempts to ensure that each
round experiences a different channel realization hj , where
j is the attempt number. In practice, this can be achieved by
using a different channel for every attempt1. This imposes that
hj must be estimated at the beginning of each attempt.
B. Probability of Outage
It has been shown in [19] that the outage probability Pout
is a good approximation for the probability of error at high
SNR—as in the case of URLLC—even considering a finite
block length. For the case of CC-HARQ, where the receiver
combines all attempts using maximum ratio combining to
increase the chances of successfully decoding the message,
the probability of outage after z rounds Pout,z is expressed
as [20]
Pout,z =
Γinc
(
zm,mγ0γ¯
)
Γ(zm)
, (2)
where Γinc(·, ·) is the lower incomplete gamma function, Γ(·)
is the complete gamma function, m is the Nakagami fading
parameter, γ0 = 2R−1, R is the data rate and γ¯ is the average
SNR. Meanwhile, Pout,z is well approximated, at high SNR,
as [21]
Pout,z ≈
(
mγ0
γ¯
)mz
Γ(zm+ 1)
. (3)
C. Channel Estimation
In order to perform coherent detection, the receiver must
estimate the channel. Furthermore, as discussed previously,
this estimation has to occur before each transmission round in
our set-up. This can be done via in-band pilot training, where
for each attempt, ρ pilots are used to estimate the channel state
information (CSI) at the receiver. Thus, the received signal for
the first ρ symbols is given by [22], [23]
r =
√
Prhjp + w, (4)
where p = [p1 p2 . . . pρ] is the sequence of pilot symbols
and Pr is the received signal power, dependent on the transmit
power and on the path loss. Using any established channel
estimation technique, e.g., minimum mean-square error [24],
the receiver obtains an estimate h˜j of the channel, which
differs from the actual channel realization. Therefore, during
the remaining nfw = n− ρ channel uses, we have
r =
√
Pr(h˜js + (hj − h˜j)s) + w. (5)
1In general a communication standard divides the whole available band-
width into several channels.
Thus, the average SNR considering both the channel esti-
mation and the data transmission phases is expressed as
γ¯ =
(n− ρ)γ¯d + ργ¯p
n
, (6)
where γ¯d is the average SNR used for data and γ¯p is the
average SNR used for pilots. Note that since γ¯ depends on
the transmit power and the large-scale path loss, it is limited
by the peak power constraint.
Furthermore, despite depending on the signal and not
being Gaussian, the effect of imperfect channel estimation,
(hj − h˜j)s, can be well modeled as a Gaussian random
variable and combined with w into an effective noise perceived
by the system, as in [25], [26]. This effective noise provides a
worst case scenario [26] and is modeled as a lower effective
average SNR for the purpose of system performance analysis,
such that [25]
γ¯eff =
ργ¯dγ¯p
1 + γ¯d + ργ¯p
. (7)
To account for the channel estimation error, we use the
effective average SNR γ¯eff obtained via (7) for the purpose
of evaluating the outage probability.
When there are peak power limitations, as in most practical
applications, more than one pilot must be used to obtain
optimal performance [26], as optimally allocating power to
one pilot might violate the peak power constraints. In this case,
the optimal value of ρ is obtained numerically, with each pilot
using the maximum allowed power [26].
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the SNR loss due to imperfect
channel estimation considering a peak power constraints ver-
sus the number of pilots used and γ¯d. In this example, the peak
power limitations alongside the path loss yields γ¯d ≤ 40dB.
As discussed before, the pilot transmit power is the maximum
allowed such that γ¯p = 40dB. We can observe that the effect of
imperfect channel estimation is more pronounced when trying
to obtain an estimate for the channel with γ¯d close to the pilot
SNR γ¯p and fewer pilots are used. This relates to the fact that
the power used in estimation is too small in comparison to the
signal power. Therefore, we conclude that when choosing the
number of pilots, it is important to consider how far from the
peak power limitation is the data going to be transmitted. In
general, it is beneficial to use more pilots when the average
SNR of the transmission is close to the maximum allowed by
the system. On the other hand, the SNR loss is relatively small
and a well designed link margin can be enough to account it.
D. Energy Consumption Model
In this work, we model the energy consumed in the
transmission of one message considering the radio startup
energy, the pre-transmission processing energy, the energy
involved in powering the passband receiver elements, and
the electromagnetic radiation, similarly to [13]. However, we
consider the exchange of short messages, typical of URLLC,
with rates relatively low which cause the arithmetic processing
unit clock speed to also be low [13]. This, in turn, causes
the energy required for encoding and decoding messages to
be small, especially when compared to other consumptions.
Thus, we disregard the baseband coding/decoding energy
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Fig. 1. Effect of imperfect channel estimation on the average SNR for
different values of ρ and γ¯d. A peak power constraint is considered such
that the maximum γ¯d is 40dB, which is the same value for γ¯p.
from our model simplifying the presentation without harming
the analysis, similarly to [27]. However, since the energy
consumed to transmit pilot symbols becomes relevant when the
information packets are shorter, we explicit their contribution
to the energy consumption in the following analysis.
1) Energy Used by the Transmitter: We assume that, in
order to save energy, the transmitter is in idle mode before
initiating a transmission, such that it uses a certain startup
energy (Est) to wake-up before the first attempt. Both base-
band and radio-frequency (RF) circuits, as well as the power
amplifier (PA), are used for n channel uses for each attempt.
Next, at the data transmission phase, the remaining nfw =
n−ρ symbols are sent with γ¯d average SNR. The value of nfw
is determined based on the rate R (in bits per channel use)
and the payload LD and header LH lengths (in bits), such that
nfw =
LH + LD
R
. (8)
As in [13], the consumption of baseband and RF circuits
is assumed to be constant and equal to Pel,tx. Also, the power
used to energize passband receiver elements Pel,rx is assumed
to be invariant. However, the electromagnetic radiation energy
depends on the PA’s consumption PPA, which is a function
of its average drain efficiency η and of the radiated power
Prf [13]
PPA = Prfη
−1. (9)
Next, Prf is expressed as a function of the path loss and γ¯,
Prf = N0WMlMcA0d
αγ¯, (10)
where d is the link distance, α is the path loss exponent, N0 is
the noise power spectral density, W is the bandwidth in Hz,
the link margin is Ml—which includes the noise figure and
other unforeseen losses—, Mc is the coding margin (further
explained in Section II-E) and A0 is the attenuation at a
reference distance. Combining (9) and (10), we have
PPA = Ad
αγ¯/η, (11)
where A = N0WMlMcA0. Therefore, to obtain the PA power
consumption for the feedback PPA,fb, data transmission PPA,d
and channel estimation PPA,p phases we use (11) with the
respective average SNR for each phase, γ¯fb for the feedback,
γ¯d for the data transmission and γ¯p for the channel estimation.
Here, the transmit power used for estimation and feedback is
always the maximum, such that γ¯fb = γ¯p and PPA,fb = PPA,p.
When the first attempt fails, the receiver requests a re-
transmission. Then the transmitter receives an Lfb bits long
feedback message at each attempt for nfb channel uses, as
nfb =
Lfb
R
. (12)
Therefore, assuming a bandwidth of W , the energy used at
the transmitter for τ forward transmission attempts is
Etx = Est +
τ
W
[nfw(Pel,tx + PPA,d) + Ep,tx + nfbPel,rx] , (13)
where Ep,tx = ρ(Pel,tx +PPA,p) denotes the energy used by the
transmitter for sending the pilots.
2) Energy Used by the Receiver: Assuming receiver and
transmitter use identical radios, the energy used by the former
is similar to the one used by the latter. Following the same
steps2, the energy used by the receiver for τ attempts is
Erx = Est +
τ
W
[nfb(Pel,tx + PPA,p) + (nfw + ρ)Pel,rx] . (14)
3) Average Energy per Successful Bit: The average energy
E¯ is obtained by considering the average number of transmis-
sions τ¯(z) and adding (13) with (14), yielding
E¯ = 2Est +
τ¯(z)
W
[nfw(Pel + PPA,d) + (ρ+ nfb)(Pel + PPA,p)]
(15)
where Pel = Pel,tx + Pel,rx.
In order to obtain E¯b, the average energy per successful bit,
we normalize the result in (15) by the payload length times
the probability of success after z attempts, yielding
E¯b(z) =
E¯
LD(1− Pout,z) . (16)
E. Latency Constraint
The goal of this paper is to investigate the impact of CC-
HARQ on the energy consumption of a point to point URLLC
system. Traditionally, it is well understood that HARQ im-
proves energy efficiency at the cost of higher latencies [29]. On
the other hand, when considering URLLC, a strict maximum
latency is imposed [30]. Therefore it is not obvious that CC-
HARQ improves the energy efficiency in this scenario.
Here the transmitter must fit all z transmission attempts—
and their associated acknowledgments, decoded—within a
maximum latency λ′ seconds using a bandwidth W . Note
that, as mentioned in Section II-A, the receiver estimates
the channel at each attempt and if the accumulated SNR is
below a threshold, it decodes the header and sends back a
NACK immediately after all the symbols have been received
and stored. Therefore, the entire message only has to be
decoded once, saving latency. The time to decode it δfw is
deducted λ′, such that all transmission attempts have to fit
within λ = λ′ − δfw seconds. This can be viewed as a
constraint on the minimum communication rate Rmin in bits
2Note that we consider the wake-up energy both at transmitter and receiver,
thus we assume scheduled-rendezvous [28].
5Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
λ
LT
R + ρ + δfb
δfw
(a) Latency constraint is respected.
Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3
λ
LT
R + ρ + δfb
Violation of
Latency Constraint
δfw
(b) Latency constraint is violated.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the reason why a maximum latency constraint imposes
a minimum rate. In this example, z = 3.
per channel use. Fig. 2 illustrates this idea in a case where
z = 3 and with normalized bandwidth. Note that in Fig.
2a, the communication rate is higher than the minimum and
it is possible to transmit LT bits z times in less than λ
seconds. Conversely, in Fig. 2b, the rate is lower than Rmin and
attempting to communicate LT bits using up to z transmission
attempts violates the constraint.
Therefore, Rmin is determined by calculating the rate at
which all z attempts would take Wλ channel uses, yielding
Wλ = z(nfw + nfb + ρ+Wδfb), (17)
where δfb is the time it takes for the transmitter to decode
the feedback packet. Next, we substitute nfw and nfb defined
in (8) and (12), respectively, in (17) while using R = Rmin.
Then using LT = LH + LD + Lfb, and solving for Rmin, we
arrive at
Rmin = z
LT
W (λ− zδfb)− zρ . (18)
Note from (18) that using a larger z imposes a higher
Rmin, resulting in a trade-off between diversity and rate.
Moreover, despite having excellent performance in terms of
error rates, turbo codes, the most commonly used in LTE, have
a significant complexity [31] and thus may not be suitable for
CC-HARQ considering URLLC applications. Instead, polar
codes are good candidates for encoding feedback signals, as
they are simple to implement and can be used to encode and
decode short feedback messages within negligible time [31],
such that δfb  λ. The trade-off is a slight loss in terms of
error rate [32], which we have added to the path loss model
as Mc.
III. OPTIMIZATION
Our goal is to analyze the trade-off between gaining
diversity, by increasing the maximum number of allowed
retransmissions, and increasing the data rate, in order to
communicate in less than λ seconds. We formally establish
the optimization problem in order to minimize the average
energy per successful forward bit whilst meeting constraints
for maximum instantaneous transmit power Prf,max, latency and
reliability (expressed in the form of a target outage Tout), as
minimize
z ∈ N∗
E¯b(z) (19a)
subject to Pout,z ≤ Tout, (19b)
Prf ≤ Prf,max, (19c)
R ≥ Rmin. (19d)
A. Optimizing Maximum Energy
Although it can be numerically verified that the objective
function is convex with respect to z, and thus has one unique
global optimal solution, however, to the best of our knowledge,
it is not possible to prove it analytically due to the shape of
τ¯ and where it appears in (19a).
Thus, we propose an alternative approach, where we opti-
mize the maximum energy consumption Eˆb in the same setup.
The value of Eˆb is obtained by replacing τ¯(z) by z in (16),
such that
Eˆb(z) =
2Est +
z
WRΦ
LD(1− Pout,z) , (20)
where Φ = Lfw(Pel + PPA,d) + (Lfb + ρR)(Pel + PPA,p).
This allows us to design a protocol with the worst case
scenario in mind, which is a sensible approach in URLLC,
and we also show numerically that this result yields almost
the same performance as a solution obtained numerically via
the problem in (19). Moreover, we show that in this case,
the optimal rate R? and when Rmin exceeds this optimal, the
optimal number of transmission attempts zˆ? can be obtained
via a floating point equation. Furthermore, using the obtained
result, we are able to show that when the link budget is more
stringent, as is the case of URLLC, R? becomes smaller and
using the obtained zˆ? becomes advantageous.
Theorem 1. The optimal rate R? to minimize the maximum
energy consumption Eˆb considering CC-HARQ and disregard-
ing the effect of imperfect channel estimation is expressed as
R? = min
(
W0
(
Ω
e
)
+ 1
ln(2)
, Rmax
)
, (21)
where Rmax is the rate which guarantees the target outage
at the maximum possible SNR, according to peak power
limitations, e is Euler’s constant, W0 is the upper branch of
the main Lambert-W function,
Ω =
Lfb
Lfw
(Pel +Ad
αγ¯p)−∆ + Pel
∆
(22)
and
∆ =
AdαmΓ(mz)
Γ−1inc (mz, Tout)
, (23)
given that Γ−1inc is the inverse incomplete gamma function and
Lfw = LH + LD.
Proof. Considering an URLLC scenario,
Pout,z ≤ Tout  1, (24)
6and thus Eˆb can be well as
Eˆb(z) ≈
2Est +
z
WR [Lfw(Pel + PPA,d) + Lfb(Pel + PPA,p)]
LD
,
(25)
considering perfect channel state information at the receiver,
for tractability. Using (11) and computing the derivative with
respect to γ¯d,
∂Eˆb
∂γ¯d
=
z
WR
LfwAd
α > 0, (26)
thus, increasing the transmit power to obtain a better (larger)
SNR results in a larger Eˆb. Therefore, we assume that the
transmit power used is the one that guarantees the target
outage, such that solving (2) for γ¯ results in
γ¯d =
m
(
2R − 1)Γ(mz)
Γ−1inc (mz, Tout)
. (27)
Next, we obtain PPA,d(z) using (11) and (27) and replace it
onto (25). Finally, we solve ∂Eˆb/∂R = 0 yielding
∆2R
?
(ln(2)R? − 1) = Ω, (28)
after simple algebraic manipulations. Lastly, we use the up-
per part of the main branch of the Lambert-W function to
solve (28) for R?, arriving at
R? =
W0
(
Ω
e
)
+ 1
ln(2)
. (29)
However, when accounting for peak power limitations, the
SNR in (27) is limited at γ¯max, such that setting Prf = Prf,max
in (11) and solving for γ¯ yields
γ¯max =
Prf,max
Adα
. (30)
In other words, R? is limited by Rmax, which is obtained
using γ¯max in (2) and solving for R with Pout,z = Tout, as
Rmax = log2
(
1 + γ¯max
Γ−1inc (mz, Tout)
mΓ(mz)
)
. (31)
Lastly, combining (29) and (31) yields (21).
Corollary 1. When the optimum rate R? is smaller than
the minimum required rate Rmin, the optimal number of
transmission attempts z? which optimizes the maximum energy
Eˆb in CC-HARQ can be well approximated by zˆ?, the solution
of
2mzˆ
(
ln(2)
LT
Wλ
zˆ − 1
)
+ ln(mzˆ) = 1− ln(T 2out2pi) (32)
with respect to zˆ, where zˆ is a real relaxation of z.
Proof. The optimization problem is defined as
minimize
z ∈ N∗
Eˆb(z) (33a)
subject to Pout,z ≤ Tout, (33b)
Prf ≤ Prf,max, (33c)
R ≥ Rmin. (33d)
Next we impose R? < Rmin and consider δfb  λ, thus
R = Rmin ≈ z LT
Wλ
. (34)
Then, obtaining PPA,d(z) as in the proof of Theorem 1 and
replacing (34) into (25) we arrive at
Eˆb ≈
2Est +
λ
LT
[LfwPPA,d(z) + LfbPPA,p + LTPel]
LD
. (35)
Then, considering that z? can assume real values, we
derive Eˆb with respect to zˆ and equate to zero. Assuming
high spectral efficiency, 2R  1, which is true in many
practical applications even for small R, it is possible to rewrite
∂Eˆb/∂zˆ = 0 as (32).
The steps to prove the convexity of Eˆb are presented
in Appendix A, while the steps used to derive (32) from
∂Eˆb/∂zˆ = 0 are outlined in Appendix B. Since it is not
possible to have fractions of attempts, in practice, we must
use the closest integer to zˆ?.
The solution presented in this section can be utilized to
obtain insights into the behavior of the optimization problem.
For instance, because in URLLC the values of Tout are always
positive and much smaller than one, the left-hand side of (32)
always yields a positive value. Therefore, fixing the values
of Tout, m, LT and W in (32) and choosing a smaller value
for λ—considering a more stringent latency—causes zˆ? to
be smaller. In other words, having a more severe constraint
in terms of latency imposes that less maximum attempts are
optimal, which can be explained by having less time for
more attempts. With the same rationale, but now fixing λ and
decreasing the number of bits to communicate (LT), yields
a larger zˆ?. This is because the duration of each attempt is
shorter, due to fewer bits being conveyed. Similarly, decreasing
m results in a larger zˆ?, which is due to the diversity gains
being more relevant in a worse channel condition. In addition,
considering a communication channel with smaller bandwidth
has a similar effect as considering a more strict latency in the
solution of (32). Lastly, keeping the parameters on the right-
hand side of (32) fixed and increasing the value of Tout, (i.e.
considering a less reliable communication) yields a smaller
zˆ?, which is explained by the fact that the gains in diversity
are less important for a more relaxed reliability.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach using
parameters from the METIS test case #5 [7]: smart grid
communications. The parameters are summarized in Table
II. This example fits within the block-fading model because
there is almost no mobility and consecutive transmissions are
assumed to be performed in uncorrelated frequency channels.
In addition, the Nakagami-m channel model describes the
scenario well since it correctly depicts the variability of
situations encountered in smart grids, with varied line-of-
sight (LOS) conditions [33]. Additionally, to perform slow
frequency hopping, we assume that the transmitter uses sub-
carriers with independent and identically distributed channel
gains and bandwidth W for each transmission attempt, such
that the average consumed bandwidth is τ¯W Hz per message.
7TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Target Outage (Tout) 10−5 [7]
Typical Link Latency (λ) 6.48 ms†
Time to decode feedback (δfb) 0.0213 ms [32]
Maximum Transmit Power (Prf,max) -16 dB [33]
Bandwidth (W ) 180 KHz [33]
Distance (d) 100 m
Spectral Noise Power Density (N0) -204 dB
Link Margin (Ml) 15 dB
Coding Margin (Mc) 3 dB [32]
Path Loss Exponent (α) 2.5 [34]
Attenuation at reference (A0) 38.5 dB [34]‡
Header Length (LH) 16 bits [13]
Feedback Length (Lfb) 17 bits††
Payload Length (LD) 1216 bits [7]
Radio Startup Energy (εst) 0.125 nJ [27]
Average PA Efficiency (η) 50% [35]
Electronic Power (Pel) -15.69 dB [13]
† λ′ = 8ms [7] and δfw =1.5ms [32].‡We consider a reference distance of 1 m, unit gain on the antennas
and a carrier frequency centered at 2 GHz.
††We consider 1 bit feedback, such that Lfb = LH + 1.
First, we show in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 how E¯b and Eˆb vary
with respect to z for various strategies regarding SNR and
using the rate according to3
R = max (R?, Rmin) . (36)
Moreover, the SNR strategies are characterized by: 1) A
benchmark obtained numerically, by optimizing the average
SNR to determine its optimal value γ¯?d , 2) using the average
SNR that guarantees the target outage γ¯d,min and 3) using the
maximum average SNR according to the maximum transmit
power γ¯d,max. Furthermore, we also show Eˆb using γ¯?d and
R = Rmin to illustrate how using a higher rate impacts the
value of Eˆb. Note that as the curve of E¯b is a benchmark,
it has been generated using a numerically obtained optimal
number of pilots for channel estimation, while the other curves
represent real implementations and therefore use a fixed ρ = 6.
In Fig. 3, we show the performance for the case with a
Nakagami parameter of m = 1. We can notice that because
there is no LOS, the diversity gains are not as impactful and
increasing the average SNR has little impact on E¯b, such that
the curve with γ¯d,min performs very close to the benchmark,
more so for the smaller values of z. This means that using
the results of Corollary 1, which assumes that using the
lowest possible SNR will yield a good performance in such
scenarios. Additionally, we observe that optimizing the rate
has little to no effect on Eˆb, as due to the stringent link budget
characteristics, R? will be close to Rmin. Moreover, the curve
for Eˆb with γ¯?d matches exactly with the one with γ¯d,min (both
for Figs. 3 and 4), as predicted analytically in (26).
On the other hand, in Fig. 4, m = 3 is shown, and thus the
link is less stringent. Here, the diversity gains of using higher
z benefit more from using γ¯?d in terms of Eˆb. However, when
z is relatively small (≤ 4), using γ¯d,min still performs very
close to the benchmark. Also note that, because of the more
3If Rmax < Rmin the link cannot be closed for λ and Tout.
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Fig. 3. E¯b and Eˆb versus z for various strategies and m = 1.
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Fig. 4. E¯b and Eˆb versus z for various strategies and m = 3.
relaxed link budget, there is more freedom to increase the rate
and using the results from Theorem 1 results in performance
gains, in particular where z is smaller. The red dotted line
in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is the result of using γ¯d = γ¯max
and R = Rmin in (25). It represents a ceiling in the maximum
consumption when R? < Rmin and we operate at the maximum
transmit power.
Further, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
solution, we compare it with the case of a single transmission.
To make the comparison fair, we allow the direct transmission
to use τ¯ channels to send copies of the message and perform
MRC at the receiver, exploiting frequency diversity. However,
because it is not possible to use fractions of a sub-carrier and
τ¯ is not always an integer, we use the next closest integer
for consistency. All channels are estimated separately and this
cost is taken into account when computing the energy used
to send the message with frequency diversity E¯f, presented in
Appendix C. Moreover, the optimal rate considering frequency
diversity is similar to the one obtained in (21), and the value
of R is determined according to (36).
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Fig. 5. Performance for different λ with Tout = 10−5 and comparison
between proposed scheme and the benchmark.
Fig. 5 shows the ratio between the energy consumption
considering frequency diversity and that of our proposed so-
lution. The energy ratio considering the benchmark (obtained
numerically) is determined by calculating E¯f(dτ¯e)/E¯b(z?),
while the ratio which considers the results in Theorem 1
and Corollary 1 is calculated as E¯f(dτ¯e)/E¯b(zˆ?). As we can
observe, for the target latency of 6.48 ms and m = 3, the
proposed solution outperforms the frequency diversity by a
factor of more than 2. Note that here, since R? > Rmin,
considering a more stringent latency has little effect in the
performance as the higher rate was already guaranteeing a
more stringent latency. On the other hand, when m = 1, the
link is more stringent and R? < Rmin, such that changes in λ
incur in changes to the performance. Also regarding m = 1,
we can see that for the target latency of 6.48 ms, the proposed
scheme is about 8 times better. Because we use the next
closest integer to τ¯ when choosing the number of channels to
use for frequency diversity, our approach uses less bandwidth
on average, in other words, our approach constitutes a better
way of using the spectrum. Despite using less bandwidth
on average, we can often achieve higher orders of diversity,
resulting in energy savings. For example, for the case where
z? = 2, the diversity orders are the same but because τ¯ is close
to one, the frequency diversity approach uses almost twice the
bandwidth. This result shows the strength of HARQ, achieving
high diversity orders at low cost, which is possible because on
average it requires few attempts and thus uses a small number
of channels. Conversely, when considering frequency diversity,
the cost of obtaining a large diversity is to use all channels in
every transmission, which is less energy and spectral efficient.
In Fig. 6, we show the performance when considering
different levels of reliability, considering the same ratios as
before with λ = 6.48 ms. As we can observe, when we have
good channel conditions (m = 3), increasing the reliability
has less impact in the frequency diversity strategy compared
to the case where m = 1, because the need for diversity is
not as pressing and thus only a few channels are used each
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Fig. 6. Performance for different Tout with λ = 6.48 ms and comparison
between proposed scheme and the benchmark.
time. However, when there is no LOS (m = 1), increasing the
reliability comes at a high cost for a direct transmission be-
cause of the need for diversity to reach the stringent reliability
requirement. Since the CC-HARQ strategy does not need to
use all of those resources in every attempt, it yields a better
performance when considering more reliable specifications.
For instance, if we consider no LOS and Tout = 10−6, our
scheme outperforms the direct transmission with frequency
diversity by more than 18 times. Furthermore, we can observe
from this numerical example, both in Figs. 5 and 6, that
optimizing Eˆb has very similar performance compared to the
benchmark solution which uses numerically obtained optimal
number of pilots, SNR and z.
V. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the use of truncated CC-HARQ in order
to meet the stringent reliability and latency requirements
of URLLC whilst increasing energy efficiency in a block-
fading Nakagami-m channel. We demonstrated that the energy
consumption depends on the choice of allowed transmission
attempts and can be minimized by optimally tuning this
parameter. Further, we proposed solving an alternative problem
which allows us to arrive at a fixed point equation to determine
the optimum number of maximum transmission attempts,
which can be used to obtain several insights.
We evaluated the results in a smart grid communication
scenario and showed interesting savings in energy when
compared to a frequency diversity strategy while using less
bandwidth on average, in particular the scheme is better for
more strict reliability scenarios. It is clear from the results that
truncated CC-HARQ is one viable strategy to reduce energy
consumption while meeting the requirements of URLLC when
adequately designed, even when accounting for higher data
rates required to meet stringent latency requirements.
9APPENDIX A
PROOF OF EˆB CONVEXITY
It is explicit that proving the convexity of γ¯d with respect
to zˆ is sufficient proof that Eˆb is convex with respect to zˆ.
Considering high SNR, we can solve (3) for γ¯ and using
the Stirling approximation of factorials to approximate the
complete Gamma function we write
γ¯d ≈ m2
zˆ
LT
Wλ(
Tout
√
2pimzˆ
) 1
mzˆ mzˆ
e
, (37)
considering high spectral efficiency such that 2zˆ
LT
Wλ  1.
Equation (37) can be written in the form of f(zˆ)g(zˆ), with
f(zˆ) = m2zˆ
LT
Wλ (38)
and
g(zˆ) =
1(
Tout
√
2pimzˆ
) 1
mzˆ mzˆ
e
. (39)
In turn, g(zˆ) can be written as 1/(g1(zˆ)g2(zˆ)), with
g1(zˆ) =
(
Tout
√
2pimzˆ
) 1
mz
(40)
and
g2(zˆ) = mzˆ/e. (41)
First we show that g1(zˆ) is log-concave, such that
∂2 ln(g1(zˆ))
∂zˆ2
≤ 0. (42)
Since
∂2 ln(g1(zˆ))
∂zˆ2
=
4 ln
(
Tout
√
2pimzˆ
)
− 3
2 (mzˆ)
3 , (43)
and mzˆ 6= 0, (42) becomes
Tout > 0,
0 < zˆ ≤ e
3/2
2piT 2out
,
(44)
after some algebraic manipulations. Because Tout is always
positive and very small and zˆ ≥ 1, (44) holds in any practical
scenario. Thus, g1(zˆ) is log-concave.
Moreover, because g2(zˆ) is both log-convex and log-
concave [36], the product of g1(zˆ) and g2(zˆ) is also log-
concave [36] and therefore its inverse g(zˆ) is log-convex [36].
Finally, since f(zˆ) is an exponential function, it is log-
convex [36]. The product of two log-convex functions is also
log-convex [36], thus γ¯ = f(zˆ)g(zˆ) is also log-convex and
therefore convex, concluding the proof.
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (32)
Calculating ∂Eˆb∂zˆ = 0 yields
∂
2Est+
λ
LT
[LfwAd
αγ¯d+LfbPPA,p+LTPel]
LD
∂zˆ
= 0
∂γ¯d/∂zˆ = 0.
(45)
Computing the derivative of the approximated average SNR
expressed in (37) results in
Ξ
(
2 ln(2)
LT
Wλ
mzˆ2 − 2mzˆ + ln(zˆ) + ln
(
2piT 2outm
e
))
,
(46)
where Ξ = e2
zˆ
LT
Wλ
− 1
2mzˆ
−1
m(Tout
√
pimzˆ)
1
mzˆ
.
Since Ξ 6= 0, replacing (46) in (45) and diving both sides
by Ξ results in (32).
APPENDIX C
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF FREQUENCY DIVERSITY
Consider that we have dτe channels of bandwidth W to send
copies of the message, which are combined by the receiver
using MRC. In this case, to achieve the target error probability,
the effective average SNR of each message is given by
γ¯freqeff =
m
(
2R − 1)
(ToutΓ(dτem+ 1))1/dτem
. (47)
The maximum average SNR for each channel γ¯freqmax is
reduced accounting for the radiated power in all channels as
γ¯freqmax = γ¯max/dτe, to account for the peak power constraint.
Making γ¯p = γ¯
freq
max and calculating the effective average
SNR using (47), we determine the average SNR of the data.
Next, following similar steps as for the CC-HARQ case, the
energy per successful bit for the case of frequency diversity is
E¯f(dτe) =
2Est +
dτe
W [nfw(Pel + PPA,d) + ρ(Pel + PPA,p)]
LD(1− Pout,dτe) .
(48)
The consumption due to larger bandwidth is accounted for by
multiplying the power consumption of the PA by dτe.
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